
 

Building blocks? Cutting pollution from
steel, concrete and aluminum
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The world needs a buildings "revolution", according to the United Nations.

They hold modern life together in everything from airplane parts to
apartment blocks, but steel, concrete and aluminum come with a hefty
climate cost that the world could be paying for decades.
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Heavily reliant on fossil fuels, they account for a significant chunk of
greenhouse gas emissions—pollution that is particularly hard to cut fast
enough to meet global warming goals.

The three sectors say they aim to slash—or even eliminate—their CO2
emissions by 2050, despite growing demand in a rapidly urbanizing
world.

To do that will require a buildings "revolution", according to the United
Nations, while the International Energy Agency wants greater recycling,
cleaner energy and technological innovation.

Cement and concrete

"Concrete is the second most used substance on Earth after water, and
vital for much of our modern infrastructure," said some of the industry's
biggest players including Cemex, Heidelberg and Holcim, Tuesday.

With demand expected to rise 50 percent by 2050, tackling the industry's
emissions is becoming increasingly "urgent", they said.

Limestone and clay must be heated to 1,450 degrees Celsius to produce
the rock-like residue known as "clinker" in cement. The fuel necessary
to create such heat and the ensuing chemical reaction both produce CO2.

Switching to clinker substitutes, energy efficiency improvements,
changing building design to cut down on the need for concrete, and using
clean energy sources could substantially reduce emissions from the
industry.

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology is also predicted to have a
key role.
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But observers fear that a planned reliance on solutions that are unproven
at the scales required could distract from rapidly moving away from 
fossil fuels.

The Global Cement and Concrete Association said it expects the
technology to account for 36 percent of the industry's global CO2
reductions by 2050.

Steel

Highly polluting coal makes up some 75 percent of the raw material and
energy used by the steel and iron industry, according to the IEA.

The industry says it plans to replace coal-dependent blast furnaces with 
natural gas—until that energy source can be swapped for "green
hydrogen", produced by splitting water molecules using renewable
electricity.

Green hydrogen paves the way for a gradual shutdown of polluting blast
furnaces that could be replaced by the "direct reduction" of iron ore.

Steel firms are also betting on recycling scrap metals.

Europe is at the forefront of the green advances. The German industrial
giant Thyssenkrupp—singlehandedly responsible for 2.5 percent of the
country's CO2 emissions—plans to transform its historic plant in
Duisburg to green steel.

But the scale of investment and rising energy prices have hampered the
project.

The world's second-largest steelmaker, ArcelorMittal, acquired 80
percent of a Texas factory capable of producing steel without coal in
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2022, and it is currently testing a pilot CCS system in Dunkirk, France.

Because of these difficulties, the IEA recognizes that iron and steel
manufacturing will remain "one of the last sectors in the Net Zero
pathway that will still be using coal in 2050".

But it calls for carbon capture and hydrogen production to be "perfected
and developed at scale" in the meantime.

Aluminum

Aluminum is a key for allowing for lighter cars and planes and in energy
transition due to its ability to conduct electricity.

But it is also responsible for some of the highest emissions. One tonne of
aluminum generates between five and 25 tonnes of CO2, depending on
its source of electricity, according to Mineralinfo, a resource portal run
by the French government.

Emissions depend above all on the type of fuel used—often coal or
heavy fuel oil—to produce the vast quantities of energy necessary to
make the metal.

The industry is hoping that recycling, CO2 capture, and emerging
technology will bring down its emissions.
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